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for horses and riders
We are a German family-owned business with production facilities in Germany, Uruguay and on the Philippines and worldwide distribution through
the specialist shops for the particular product line. We have been making
high-quality leather and sheepskin products for over 50 years now and
since the beginning of the 90s we have also been putting our many years of
expertise to use in the sheepskins product range for horses.
Our own tannery is one of the most modern in the world and provides
us with ideal conditions for treating the sheepskin in its raw state using a
special process. We source only the very best raw materials for our range
of products – all of which we manufacture on our own premises – and we
guarantee a consistently high level of quality. Over the past years our tannery has received several awards from environmental organisations for its
environmentally compatible production methods and its exemplary working
conditions. Since 2007 our tannery produces no CO2 emissions – a major
contribution in terms of protecting the environment.
We are very pleased to invite you to our website www.horsedream-usa.com.
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Halfpad “Standard”

with and without rear sheepskin trim
Skilfully crafted, high-quality half pads made from genuine sheepskin and hardwearing twill. The
extremely comfortable fit and the functional design speak for themselves. All the half pads can be
firmly secured under the saddle so that they won’t slip when you are riding and at the same time
provide optimum protection for your horse’s back. The special fabric used for our pads consists of
several components quilted together. The sheepskin is tucked over to the top side at the front and
can be used to position the saddle.
They can be supplied with or without a sheepskin trim. The depth of wool is approx. 11/4".

The Halfpad Standard is entirely padded with sheepskin on the
underside. On the model with sheepskin trim at the back edge,
the sheepskin also acts as additional protection and adds a visually decorative touch.
Article no.:
Article no.:

5100 without rear trim
5120 with rear trim

Colours:

11 – white/white
12 – white/natural
62 – black/natural
66 – black/black
77 – brown/brown

Sizes:		

Full

Halfpad “Ultra”
The spinal canal section is left free in the “Ultra” collection. This
might be an advantage with very narrow gullets.

Halfpad Ultra Triple Plus for high withers
This very striking sheepskin halfpad offers more space for high
withered horses. Three pockets on each side of the spinal canal
make the pad highly variable. The six single foam pads can be
removed very easily and allow the customised adjusting of the
saddle. The sheepskin has 30mm wool.
Article no.:

5103 XH

Colours:

62 black / natural

Sizes:		

WB

Article no.:

5102

Colours:

11 – white/white
12 – white/natural
62 – black/natural

Sizes:		

Full

Halfpad “Ultra Plus Double Pocket”
This pad additionally features 4 pockets with removable padding 15 mm thick. 2 pockets on each side of the spinal canal to
customize it to the contours of the saddle.
Article no.:

5106

Colours:

11 – white/white
12 – white/natural
62 – black/natural

Sizes:

Full

figure shows Halfpad Standard
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figure shows without rear trim
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individual and functional
The Velcro strips and the withers cut enable the pads to be firmly secured
and perfectly shaped to your horses back. The special rip-stop nylon feature at the girth position prevents chafing around the girth.
Western pad with 3/4" wool
The undersides of the Western Pads are completely made of
genuine sheepskin with 3/4" wool.
The backline is perfectly shaped to your horses back and fits to
common western saddles.

Saddle Pad “Hunter Jumper”
The HorseDream Hunter Jumper Pad is specially designed to
look great both in the show ring and at home. Made of sheepskin for exceptional comfort, it‘s contoured and shaped for a perfect fit under a hunter jumper saddle. It helps eliminate rubbing,
friction and pressure points, so not only does it look great it makes your horse feel great, too!

Article no.:

6126 – 3/4" Lambskin

Colours:		

62 – black/natural
72 – brown/natural

Article no.:

4380

Sizes:		

30" x 30", 32" x 32"

Colours:		

11 – white/white

Sizes:		

Full

Article no.:

5702 – D

Colours:		

11 – white/white
12 – white/natural
62 – black/natural

Article no.:

5212

Colours:		

62 – black/natural
72 – brown/natural

Full

Sizes:		

Full

Article no.:

5512

Colours:		

62 – black/natural
72 – brown/natural

Sizes:		

Full

Square Pad “Champ” Dressage

Our genuine sheepskin is fitted to the underside where the rider
sits. The depth of wool is approx. 11/4". The flaps remain free.
All Pads are made using our special quilted fabric. The Pad is
secured with Velcro strips which fasten to the girth straps on
the saddle and a keeper at the bottom of the panel. The nylon
protection incorporated helps to prevent chafing around the girth.
The sheepskin is tucked over to the top side at the front and can
be used to position the saddle.

Saddle cloth “half lined” with sheepskin.

Sizes:		
5202 – D

Colours:		

11 – white/white
12 – white/natural
62 – black/natural

Sizes:		
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Endurance Pad “Special”

The underside is made of genuine sheepskin where the rider sits
and has a depth of wool of approx. 11/4". The flaps remain free.
Velcro strips at the front and back are used to fix the pad. First
the seat padding of the saddle must be removed and then the
strips adhered to the fleece part of the saddle. The seat of the
saddle is then put back again.

The underside is made entirely of genuine sheepskin and features two different depths of wool: 11/4" where the rider sits and
2/3" at the sides for close contact with the horse. Pockets in the
saddle pad enable it to be padded individually. Special composite foam padding is available for all endurance pads. Velcro strips
at the front and back are used to fix the pad. The seat padding
of the saddle is removed first and then the strips adhered to the
fleece part of the saddle. The seat of the saddle is then put back
again. The nylon protection at the bottom of the flaps helps to
prevent the girth chafing.

Saddle Pad “Champ” Dressage

Article no.:

Endurance Pad “Champ”

Full
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An innovation engineered by HorseDream. Our bareback riding pads set new standards in terms of riding feel and riding
therapy. Tests carried out by independent expert riders and riding therapists have confirmed the positive qualities and the
effect that a Fellsattel has on the rider and the horse.
For the novice rider the HorseDream Fellsattel provides a great way to feel close to the horse and helps to build confidence.
For recreational riders the Fellsattel is a welcome change to the traditional leather saddle. Even the dressage riders can train,
educate and correct their horse with the Fellsattel.
Riding with a Fellsattel is pleasant not only for the rider, but also for the horse, as it adapts perfectly to the shape of the back.
Even horses with extremely sensitive back muscles can ride easily. Whether you have a quiet, older horse, or a young, vital
horse, the Fellsattel is suitable for each horse and has already reactivated so many a sleepy animal. And most importantly,
your horse feels good!

English & Western
The cut and fit of our models are ideally matched to the common types of
saddles. They offer superior comfort. Thanks to our very special cut, the
manufacturing is made without seams in the seat area. The density of the
wool is extraordinary. Commonly we use a depth of wool of 11/4".

Seat saver for English saddles
This saddle seat cover is fixed by pulling it over the cantle
and with a Velcro strip through the saddle gullet. Two rubber
bands fasten it at the skirt.

Fellsattel “Basic Plus”

Fellsattel “Premium Plus”

The „Basic Plus“ features everything required for bareback riding.
The sheepskin seat is fixed with the substructure. Removable
padding on the left and right of the spinal canal increases the seat
comfort and protects the horse’s back. Stirrup leathers can be
attached to D-rings under the lambskin seat for better balance.

This model is equipped with some product advantages and
has pommels that increase the feeling of sitting securely. The
sheepskin seat can be detached by zippers. Removable padding on the left and right of the spinal canal increases the seat
comfort and protects the horse’s back. You can use also stirrup
leathers. They can be attached to D-rings under the lambskin
seat for better balance.

Article no.:

6301

Article no.:

Article no.:

5000

Colours:		

02 – natural
04 – anthracite
07 – brown

Sizes:		

Full

6303

Seat saver Western I with elastic strap
Fellsattel “Iberica Plus”
The Spanish-style bareback riding pad. Removable padding
on the left and right of the spinal canal increases the seat comfort and protects the horse‘s back. Stirrup leathers can be attached to D-rings under the lambskin seat for better balance.
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Article no.:

6323

Colours:		

262 – natural/black/natural
462 – anthracite/black/natural
772 – brown/brown/natural

Sizes:		

Full
Pony

This model is pulled over the cantle and the elastic strap is pulled
over the horn.
Article no.:

6000

Colours:		

02 – natural
04 – anthracite
07 – brown

Sizes:		

Full
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Anatomic sheepskin dressage girth
Article no.:

6664

Colours:

62 – black/natural
64 – black/anthracite

Sizes:

Curb Strap / Curb Chain Cover
Article no.:

6512

Colours:		

62 – black/natural
64 – black/anthracite

Sizes:		

2" x 5 1/2"
2 3/4" x 5 1/2"

20" - 36"

Sheepskin Girth Cover
This girth cover is made of genuine sheepskin and closed all
around. The girth is pulled through it. 20“ for dressage grith, 32“
for long girth. The optimum protection against pressure points
and chafing.
Article no.:

6600

Colours:

02 natural
06 black

Sizes:		

20", 32"

Noseband Cover
Article no.:

6522

Colours:		

62 – black/natural
64 – black/anthracite

Sizes:		

2 3/4" x 11"

Poll Cover
Article no.:

6524

Colours:		

62 – black/natural
64 – black/anthracite

Sizes:		

2" x 12,5"

Cleaning and Grooming Glove
One sided with sheepskin of 30mm wool. The top side is made
of our hard-wearing saddle pad fabric. Treat your horse to a
beatifully shiny coat with our cleaning and grooming gloves.
Article no.:

6400

Colours:

62 – black/natural
64 – black/anthracite

Sizes:		

universal
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Thanks to our exclusive tanning process, all of our sheepskin products can be
washed in a standard washing machine. Remove any foam accessories and
close all Velcro strips. Products with any metal parts should be washed in a cloth
bag. Wash with the wool wash or other delicates programme, set at 30°C (86°F).
Use a special sheepskin detergent or a mild liquid household detergent. Do not
use soap or washing powders containing enzymes or bleach, or which are
alkaline.
When the wash cycle has finished you can spin-dry your product and then put it
into a dryer, set at max. 40°C (104° F).
The movement and warmth in the dryer is very advantageous, keeping your product soft and supple. If you don’t have a dryer you should dry your sheepskin
product in the fresh air, but only in a shady place. Do not dry your product in
the sun or on the heating! While your sheepskin is drying, keep pulling it into its
correct form – when the leather fibres are damp, they are far more elastic than
when they are dry.

C7 Special Sheepskin Detergent
This detergent is ideal for washable sheepskins. It preserves
the softness of the delicate fibres and protects their colours.
Concentrated, biodegradable and environmentally friendly.
It contains no phosphates or alkalis, neutral PH.
Contains biodegradable anionic surfactants. Suitable for
machine wash and handwash.
Article no.:

8002

Sizes:		

8,5oz / 250ml

825 HWY 165
Fort Mitchell, AL 36856
www.DP-Saddlery.com

